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Abstract
We compute K2 of some finite group algebras of characteristic 2, giving explicit Steinberg or Dennis–Stein symbols as
generators. The groups include finite abelian groups of 4-rank at most 1, some direct products involving semidirect product groups,
and some small alternating groups.
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0. Introduction
The K2 of a ring is the Schur multiplier of the group of elementary matrices over the ring. This work parallels
the computations of K1 in the author’s paper “Explicit K1 of some modular group rings” (see [9]). We find explicit
symbols generating the K2 of some finite group algebras using group rings over noncommutative coefficients, an exact
sequence of Vorst and Weibel, and hyperelementary induction for K2(F[−]). One consequence is the nonvanishing of
K2(ZG) for the alternating groups G of degree 4 and 5. Some computations are given for higher K -groups of finite
group rings as well.
1. Notation and basic facts
Suppose R is a ring (with unit). Let P(R) denote the category of finitely generated projective R-modules. In [14],
Quillen defines Kn(R) to be the homotopy group pin+1(BQP(R), 0), where BQP(R) is the classifying space of a
category QP(R) constructed from P(R). Any exact functor from P(R) to P(S) induces a homomorphism of groups
from Kn(R) to Kn(S); naturally isomorphic functors induce the same homomorphism.
This definition coincides with the “classical” definitions of Kn(R) for n = 0, 1, 2. For n = 0, K0(R) is the
Grothendieck group of P(R). Bass defined K1(R) to be the abelianization GL(R)ab of the infinite dimensional
general linear group GL(R). In [10], Milnor defined K2(R) as follows.
The group E(R) = [GL(R),GL(R)] is generated by matrices ei j (r) (for i 6= j), which differ from the identity
in having r in the i, j-entry. The Steinberg group St (R) has generators called xi j (r) (for i 6= j, r ∈ R) and defining
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relations:
xi j (r)xi j (s) = xi j (r + s),
[xi j (r), xkl(s)] = 1 if i 6= l, j 6= k,
[xi j (r), x j l(s)] = xi l(rs) if i 6= l.
These are modelled on relations among the ei j (r), so that replacing x by e defines a surjective group homomorphism
φ from St (R) to E(R). Then K2(R) is the kernel of φ (and the center of St (R)). So K2(R) measures the non-generic
relations among the matrices ei j (r). Further, the extension
0 −→ K2(R) −→ St (R) φ→ E(R) −→ 0
is an initial object in the category of central extensions of E(R); so K2(R) ∼= H2(E(R),Z).
To describe elements of K2(R), consider first some elements of St (R) which φ takes to some simple matrices in
E(R). If u ∈ R∗,
w12(u) = x12(u)x21(−u−1)x12(u),
h12(u) = w12(u)w12(−1).
If u and v are commuting units of R, the Steinberg symbol
{u, v} = h12(uv)h12(u)−1h12(v)−1
belongs to K2(R). It is multiplicative in each argument, antisymmetric, and {u, v} = 1 whenever u + v is 1 or 0 in R.
If R is a commutative semilocal ring, K2(R) is generated by its Steinberg symbols (see [3], Theorem 2.7).
If f : R → S is a ring homomorphism, there is a group homomorphism St ( f ) from St (R) to St (S) taking xi j (r)
to xi j ( f (r)). This restricts to a group homomorphism K2( f ) from K2(R) to K2(S) with
K2( f )({u, v}) = { f (u), f (v)}
for commuting units u and v of R. The Quillen and classical functors K2 from rings to abelian groups are naturally
isomorphic (see [15], Corollary 2.6 and Theorem 5.1).
2. Product decompositions
If R and S are rings, the projection maps induce an isomorphism
Kn(R × S) ∼= Kn(R)× Kn(S)
for all n ≥ 0 by [14], Section 2. If m ≥ 1, tensoring with the R,Mm(R)-bimodule Rm is an exact functor and category
equivalence from P(Mm(R)) to P(R), inducing an isomorphism Kn(Mm(R)) ∼= Kn(R). If Fq is a finite field with q
elements, Quillen proved that Kn(Fq) is 0 if n > 0 is even, and is cyclic of order q(n+1)/2 − 1 if n is odd (see [13],
Theorem 8).
If f : R → S is a surjective homomorphism of commutative semilocal rings, Bass showed that R∗ → S∗ is
surjective (in [1], Chapter III, Corollary 2.9); so Steinberg symbols lift, and K2( f ) : K2(R) → K2(S) is surjective.
In [4], Corollary 4.4(a), Dennis and Stein proved that K2(Fq [x]/(xm)) = 0 for all m ≥ 1. And in [2], Dennis, Keating
and Stein showed that
K2(Fq [Zrp]) ∼= Z f (r−1)(p
r−1)
p
if p is prime and q = p f .
Equipped with these tools we can readily observe:
Theorem 1. If F is a finite field of characteristic p and G is a finite group whose Sylow p-subgroup is a cyclic direct
factor, then K2(FG) = 0. For a finite abelian group G, K2(FG) = 0 if and only if the Sylow p-subgroup of G is
cyclic.
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Proof. Say G is the internal direct product HC where |H | 6∈ pZ and C is cyclic of order ps . Then FG is the group
ring (FH)C of C over the coefficient ring FH . By Maschke’s Theorem, FH is semisimple. Since it is finite, by
Wedderburn’s Theorems FH is a direct product of matrix rings over finite fields E of characteristic p. So (FH)C is
isomorphic to a direct product of group rings
(Mm(E))C ∼= Mm(EC).
Hence Kn(FG) is isomorphic to a direct product of groups Kn(EC). Now
EC ∼= E[x]
(x ps − 1) =
E[x]
(x − 1)ps
∼= E[x]
x ps
.
In particular K2(FG) = 0.
When G is finite abelian, its Sylow p-subgroup is a direct factor. If it is not cyclic, there is a surjective
homomorphism from FG onto F[Z2p]. By the computation of Dennis, Keating and Stein, K2(F[Z2p]) is nontrivial;
and K2(FG) maps onto it. 
If p is prime, a p′-group is a finite group whose order is not divisible by p. Suppose a finite group G has a cyclic
normal subgroup C of index p, and C is a p′-group. Then G is a semidirect product C o Zp, and has presentation
(a, b : am = 1, bp = 1, bab−1 = ar )
where m = |C | and r ∈ Z. The abelianization Gab has abelian presentation
(a, b : am = 1, bp = 1, a = ar );
so it is cyclic of order dp, where d is the greatest common divisor of m and r − 1. In [9], Section 1, it is shown that
FpG ∼= FpGab × M , where M is a product of matrix rings over finite fields of characteristic p.
Theorem 2. Suppose p is prime and F is a finite field of characteristic p. Suppose A is a p′-group, Ci are cyclic
p′-groups, and Gi are semidirect products Ci o Zp for i = 1, 2. Then
(i) K2(FA) = 0,
(ii) K2(F[G1 × A]) = 0,
(iii) K2(F[G1 × G2 × A]) ∼= K2(F[Gab1 × Gab2 × A]).
Proof. Assertion (i) is a special case of Theorem 1, taking the Sylow p-subgroup of A to be trivial.
Tensoring over Fp with F, we see that FG1 ∼= FGab1 × M , where M is a direct product of matrix rings over finite
fields E of characteristic p. Then F[G1 × A] = (FG1)A is isomorphic to (FGab1 )A × MA, where the group ring
MA is isomorphic to a product of matrix rings over the group rings EA. The latter are finite semisimple. So MA is
isomorphic to a product of matrix rings over finite fields K of characteristic p. Now, (FGab1 )A = F[Gab1 × A], and
the Sylow p-subgroup of Gab1 × A is a cyclic direct factor. So K2(F[G1 × A]) ∼= K2(F[Gab1 × A]) = 0, proving (ii).
Similarly F[G1 × G2] ∼= F[Gab1 × G2] × MG2 = (FG2)Gab1 × MG2. Here MG2 is isomorphic to a product of
matrix rings over the group rings EG2. Both FG2 and EG2 are of the form EGab2 × N , where N is a product of matrix
rings over finite fields L of characteristic p. So F[G1 × G2] ∼= F[Gab1 × Gab2 ] × NGab1 × P , where P is a product of
matrix rings over group rings EGab2 and finite fields L. And NG
ab
1 is a product of matrix rings over group rings LG
ab
1 .
Then F[G1×G2× A] is a product of F[Gab1 ×Gab2 × A] with matrix rings over group rings L[Gab1 × A], E[Gab2 × A]
and LA. By Theorem 1, the K2 of these last three vanishes, since each of the groups has Sylow p-subgroup a cyclic
direct factor. 
Similar arguments can be used to reduce K2(FG) to a direct product of K2(EH), for abelian p-groups H , when
G is a product of more than two semidirect products C o Zp, but the number of simple components in Wedderburn
decompositions comes into play. Also, for n ≥ 1, this argument shows
(i) K2n(FA) = 0,
(ii) K2n(F[G1 × A]) ∼= K2n(F[Gab1 × A]),
(iii) K2n−1(F[G1 × A]) ∼= K2n−1(F[Gab1 × A])× K2n−1(MA),
and K2n−1(MA) is a calculable p′-group.
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Example 1. Let Dn denote the dihedral group of order 2n. Ifm and n are odd, K2(F2[Dm×Dn]) ∼= K2(F2[Z2×Z2]);
and by the calculation of Dennis, Keating and Stein in [2], the latter is Z32.
The next three sections culminate in Theorem 5, which generalizes the formula of Dennis, Keating and Stein when
p = 2 to the case when G is finite abelian of 4-rank at most 1. A general formula for K2(FqG) for G finite abelian
can be found in [11], Theorem 6.7; it is a quotient of G ⊗ AG for A an unramified extension of the p-adic integers
with residue field Fq . Potentially, our results for abelian G can be deduced from this formula, but perhaps with no less
labor than we employ here. And our presentation will provide explicit Steinberg symbols generating K2(FqG).
3. Ka¨hler differentials
If R is a commutative ring, a derivation on R is an additive homomorphism d : R → M into an R-module M
with d(r1r2) = r1dr2 + r2dr1 for all r1, r2 in R. The derivations on R are the objects of a category; an arrow from
d : R → M to d ′ : R → M ′ is an R-linear map f : M → M ′ with f d = d ′. The R-module ΩR of Ka¨hler
differentials is the target in an initial object D : R → ΩR in this category. That is, ΩR is the R-module generated by
symbols Dr with r ∈ R, subject to the defining relations
D(r1 + r2) = Dr1 + Dr2
D(r1r2) = r1Dr2 + r2Dr1.
The first Hochschild homology HH1(R) of R is ΩR .
In [8], p. 26, there is an alternate description of ΩR . The ring R⊗Z R is an R, R-bimodule with r(s⊗ t) = (rs)⊗ t
and (s ⊗ t)r = s ⊗ (tr). The kernel of the multiplication-induced ring homomorphism, µ : R⊗Z R → R is an
ideal and R, R-submodule B of R⊗Z R, and the left and right actions of R on B/B2 agree. In [8], Loday shows the
derivation
d : R −→ B
B2
, dr = (1⊗ r)− (r ⊗ 1),
is initial; so there is an R-linear isomorphism
ΩR ∼= BB2 , Dr −→ (1⊗ r)− (r ⊗ 1).
This can be useful for computations.
If G is an abelian group, denote by G p the subgroup of p-th powers of elements in G. Here is a generalization
of [2], Lemma 2.
Lemma 1. Suppose F is a finite field of characteristic p, G is a finite abelian group, and a1, . . . , ar (ai ∈ G) is an
Fp-basis of G/G p. Then ΩFG is a free FG-module with basis Da1, . . . , Dar .
Note that the number r is the p-rank of G; that is, there are exactly r summands of order divisible by p in any cyclic
decomposition of G.
Proof. There is an FG-linear isomorphism
FG⊗FpG ΩFpG ∼= ΩFG
taking x ⊗ Dy to xDy. So we can (and shall) assume that F = Fp. Every element of G is bpa with b ∈ G and a is a
product of a sublist of a1, . . . , ar . Since p = 0 in F, Dbp = pbp−1Db = 0, and D(bpa) = bpDa. By the iterated
product rule for differentiation, Da is in the FG-linear span of Da1, . . . , Dar . So Da1, . . . , Dar span the FG-module
ΩFG . Set R = FG. To complete the proof, it is enough to show
|ΩR | ≥ |R|r ,
since this forces the |R|r linear combinations of the Dai to be distinct.
Suppose G has order n, with elements 1 = g1, g2, . . . , gn . There is an F-basis of A = R⊗Z R = R⊗F R given
by the entries in the n × n matrix M with i, j-entry g j ⊗ g−1j gi . The multiplication map µ sends the entries in the
i-row to gi . (We shall refer to this row as the gi -row as well.) Let Ax denote the F-linear span of the x-row of M .
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There are surjective group homomorphisms
A
h→FG −→ F[G/G p] −→ G/G p
where the first two are the F-algebra homomorphisms taking
g ⊗ g−1x −→ g −→ g,
and the last takes
∑
α(g)g to
∏
g α(g) . The latter is defined, since G/G p has exponent p and p = 0 in F. Denote the
composite by f : A→ G/G p.
Now B = ker(µ) consists of the linear combinations of entries of M for which the coefficients for each row of M
sum to 0 in F. So B is the internal direct sum of its projections Bx to Ax as x runs through G. And for each x ∈ G,
h(Bx ) is the augmentation ideal J of FG. Since J is additively generated by the 1 − g for g ∈ G, J 2 is additively
generated by elements
(1− g1)(1− g2) = 1− g1 − g2 + g1g2
that go to 1 in G/G p. Now, B2 is additively generated by the products bxby ∈ Bxy , where bx ∈ Bx and by ∈ By .
Since h(bxby) = h(bx )h(by) ∈ J 2, f (bxby) = 1. So B2 is contained in the (direct) sum C =∑Cx , where
Cx = ker( f : Bx → G/G p).
For each x ∈ G, f (Bx ) = G/G p, since f ((1⊗ x)− (g−1 ⊗ gx)) = g. So
|Cx | = |Bx ||G/G p| =
p n−1
p r
= p n−1−r
and
|ΩR | = |B||B2| =
|A|/|R|
|B2| ≥
|A|/|R|
|C |
= p
(n−1)n
p (n−1−r)n
= p nr = |R|r ,
as required. 
4. Relative K2
Suppose A is a commutative ring and I is a radical ideal (that is, I C A, I ⊆ rad(A)). In [6], Theorem 15,
Keune showed that the relative K -group K2(A, I ) is the abelian group generated by Dennis–Stein symbols 〈a, b〉 for
a, b ∈ A and a ∈ I or b ∈ I , subject to the defining relations
〈a, b〉 = 〈−b,−a〉−1 (DS1)
〈a, b〉〈a, c〉 = 〈a, b + c + cba〉 (DS2)
〈a, bc〉 = 〈ab, c〉〈ca, b〉 if a, b or c ∈ I. (DS3)
Relation (DS3) suggests a connection to differentials. In [20], Lemma 3.3, Vorst established a group homomorphism
ρ : K2(A, I ) −→ II 2 ⊗A ΩA/I , 〈a, b〉 −→
{
a ⊗ Db if a ∈ I,
−b ⊗ Da if b ∈ I.
When I 2 = 0, Weibel [21] placed ρ in an exact sequence of abelian groups
I ⊗A/I I ψ→ K2(A, I ) ρ→ I ⊗A/I ΩA/I −→ 0
where ψ(a ⊗ b) = 〈a, b〉. If we also assume A has characteristic 2, then K2(A, I ) is an elementary abelian 2-group,
since it is generated by 〈a, b〉 with b ∈ I by (DS1); and by (DS2), 〈a, b〉2 = 〈a, b + b + ab2〉 = 〈a, 0〉 = 1.
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5. Adding Z2 summands to G
All of the hypotheses of the preceding section are met for the following example. Suppose Ĝ is a finite abelian
group with a subgroup G and an element σ 6∈ G of order 2, and suppose Ĝ = 〈σ 〉G. In other words, Ĝ ∼= Z2 × G.
Suppose F is a finite field of characteristic 2, A = FĜ, and I = (1 + σ)A is the kernel of the partial augmentation
 : FĜ → FG sending σ to 1.
Since  is split by inclusion, the relative exact sequence in K -theory restricts to a split exact sequence
0 −→ K2(A, I ) −→ K2(FĜ) −→ K2(FG) −→ 0.
So the relative group K2(A, I ) measures the change in K2(FG) resulting from adding a Z2 summand to G. Note that
the map K2(A, I ) → K2(FĜ) takes 〈a, b〉 to the Steinberg symbol {1 + ab, b} when a ∈ I and b ∈ A∗, according
to [18].
With this choice of A and I , we can refine Weibel’s sequence to give an exact calculation of K2(A, I ):
Theorem 3. With the above choice of A and I , there is a split short exact sequence of abelian groups
0 −→ FG
F[G2]
ψ−→ K2(A, I ) ρ−→ΩFG −→ 0
with
ψ(x) = 〈1+ σ, (1+ σ)x〉, ρ(〈(1+ σ)a, b〉) = aDb,
whenever x, a and b belong to FG.
Note that, since F is a perfect field of characteristic 2, F[G2] consists of the squares in FG.
Proof. Multiplication by 1 + σ is an A-linear surjection A → I with kernel I . So FG ∼= A/I ∼= I as FG-modules,
and the composite is multiplication by 1+ σ . Then there are FG-linear isomorphisms
FG ∼= FG⊗FG FG ∼= I ⊗A/I I,
x −→ 1⊗ x −→ (1+ σ)⊗ (1+ σ)x .
Following these by ψ : I ⊗A/I I → K2(A, I ), with ψ(a⊗ b) = 〈a, b〉, and recalling from Section 4 that K2(A, I ) is
an elementary abelian 2-group, we get an induced homomorphism ψ with the desired effect on x .
Following the map
ρ : K2(A, I ) −→ I ⊗A/I ΩA/I
〈(1+ σ)a, b〉 −→ (1+ σ)a ⊗ Db
by isomorphisms
I ⊗A/I ΩA/I ∼= A/I ⊗A/I ΩA/I ∼= ΩA/I ∼= ΩFG
that take (1+ σ)a ⊗ Db to (a)D(b), we get a composite ρ with the desired effect.
The sequence
FG
F[G2]
ψ−→ K2(A, I ) ρ−→ΩFG −→ 0
is an exact sequence of F2-vector spaces; so ρ is split, and it only remains to show that ψ is injective. For this we
borrow a detection map
dlog : K2(A, I ) −→ Ω2A = ∧2 ΩA
〈a, b〉 −→ (1+ ab)−1Da ∧ Db
from the proof of injectivity in a similar sequence of van der Kallen and Stienstra ([19], Corollary 4.4). Verification
that dlog respects the relations (DS1), (DS2) and (DS3) is simplified by the fact that these are F2-vector spaces, so
Dx ∧ Dy = Dy ∧ Dx .
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If a1, . . . , ar is an F2-basis of G/G2, then σ , a1, . . . , ar is an F2-basis of Ĝ/Ĝ2. We take a0 = σ . Then ΩA has
A-basis Da0, . . . , Dar by Lemma 1. So Ω2A has A-basis all Dai ∧ Da j for i < j .
If T is a sublist of 1, . . . , r the square classes in G are represented by the 2r products
aT =
∏
i∈T
ai ,
where we interpret a∅ as 1. Suppose x ∈ FG; then x =∑ cT aT with cT ∈ F[G2]. So
dlogψ(x) = dlog〈1+ σ, (1+ σ)x〉 = D(1+ σ) ∧ D((1+ σ)x)
= D(1+ σ) ∧ (1+ σ)Dx = (1+ σ)Dσ ∧ Dx
=
∑
T
(1+ σ)Dσ ∧ D(cT aT ) =
∑
T
(1+ σ)cT Dσ ∧ DaT ,
since D(1+ σ) ∧ D(1+ σ) = 0 = D(1), and since cT is a square in A and A has characteristic 2, so DcT = 0. This
last expression expands to∑
T
(1+ σ)cT
∑
j∈T
aT−{ j}Dσ ∧ Da j .
For this to be 0 we must have, for each k with 1 ≤ k ≤ r , the coefficient of Dσ ∧ Dak be 0. This coefficient
is (1 + σ)∑S cS∪{k}aS , where S runs through the sublists of 1, . . . , r that omit k. For this to vanish, we must have∑
S cS∪{k}aS = 0 in FG. But the aS represent different square classes in G; so the terms of cS∪{k}aS for different S do
not overlap in G. Then each cS∪{k} = 0. That is, cT = 0 as long as T includes k.
So for dlogψ(x) to be 0, x =∑ cT aT has cT = 0 whenever T is nonempty. Then x = c∅a∅ = c∅ ∈ F[G2] and
x = 0, proving ψ is injective. 
The following is a K2 analog of the K1 version of Theorem 4 in [9].
Theorem 4. If F is a finite field with 2 f elements, G is a finite abelian group of order n, and a1, . . . , ar (with ai ∈ G)
is an F2-basis of G/G 2, then
K2(F[Z2 × G]) ∼= Z f n(1−2
−r+r)
2 ⊕ K2(FG).
If Z2×G is described as an internal direct product 〈σ 〉G, where σ 6∈ G and σ has order 2, the kernel of the projection
of K2(F[Z2 × G]) to K2(FG) has F2-basis the symbols
〈1+ σ, (1+ σ)yx〉 = {σ, 1+ (1+ σ)yx},
〈(1+ σ)yg, ai 〉 = {1+ (1+ σ)ygai , ai },
where x, g ∈ G, x 6∈ G 2, 1 ≤ i ≤ r , and y runs through an F2-basis of F.
Proof. The group G has 2r square classes, hence n(1 − 2−r ) nonsquares x ∈ G, that represent an F-basis of
FG/F[G 2]. The yx form an F2-basis of the domain of ψ , with f n(1 − 2−r ) elements. Since Da1, . . . , Dar is an
FG-basis of ΩFG , the ygDai form an F2-basis with f nr elements. The claimed F2-basis of K2(A, I ) consists of the
images under ψ and preimages under ρ of these basis elements.
Now by (DS2),
〈1+ σ, (1+ σ)yx〉 = 〈1+ σ, 1〉〈1+ σ, (1+ σ)yx〉 = 〈1+ σ, 1+ (1+ σ)yx〉
with the second argument being a unit (of order 2). So, by the symbol conversion formula 〈a, b〉 → {1+ab, b} in [18],
the F2-basis of K2(A, I ) has the desired Steinberg symbol form in K2(A). 
Repeated application of this theorem yields the following extension of the computation of K2(F[Zt2]) by Dennis,
Keating and Stein (in [2], Proposition 5):
Theorem 5. Suppose F is a finite field with 2 f elements, and G is a finite abelian group of order n, 2-rank t, and
4-rank ≤ 1. Then
K2(FG) ∼= Z f (n/2
t )(t−1)(2t−1)
2 .
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Proof. This group G is isomorphic to Zt−12 × H , where the Sylow 2-subgroup of H is cyclic. By Theorem 1,
K2(FH) = 0. Through t − 1 iterations of Theorem 4, K2(FG) ∼= Za2 , where
a =
t−1∑
r=1
f
n
2t−r
(1− 2−r + r) = f n
2t
t−1∑
r=1
(2r − 1+ r2r )
= f n
2t
t−1∑
r=1
((r + 1)2r − 1).
Now
t−1∑
r=1
(r + 1)xr = d
dx
(
t−1∑
r=1
xr+1
)
= d
dx
(
x t+1 − x2
x − 1
)
.
Differentiating by the quotient rule and evaluating at 2,
t−1∑
r=1
(r + 1)2r = 2t (t − 1).
So a has the desired expression. 
By applying the methods of Section 2, we can now compute K2(FG), where F is finite and of characteristic 2, and
G is a product of semidirect products ZmoZ2 (for m odd), an odd order group A, and a single cyclic 2-group of order
at least 4.
Example 2. Recall F2D3 ∼= F2Z2 × M2(F2). then
F2[D3 × Z4] ∼= F2[Z2 × Z4] × M2(F2Z4).
Since F2Z4 ∼= F2[x]/(x4), the abelianization map D3 → Z2 determines an isomorphism K2(F2[D3 × Z4]) ∼=
K2(F2[Z2 × Z4]). From Theorem 4, the latter group is Z62, with generators
{b, 1+ (1+ b)x}, {b, 1+ (1+ b)x3}
and {1+ (1+ b)x i , x} (0 ≤ i ≤ 3),
where D3 = 〈a〉 o 〈b〉 and Z4 = 〈x〉. The last isomorphism is induced on K2 by the projection of F[D3 × Z4] to
F2[Z2 × Z4] taking a to 1. Now b and x commute even in D3 × Z4; so these Steinberg symbols lift to symbols of the
same name, generating K2(F2[D3 × Z4]).
6. Frobenius reciprocity
The relation between induced and restricted characters of finite groups has been generalized by Swan, Lam and
Dress into a theory of Green functors and Green modules over them, and is a powerful computational tool for various
functors on the subgroups of a group. For general references on this theory, see Oliver’s book [12], Chapter 11, and
Kuku’s forthcoming book [7].
Assume A is a commutative ring. For each finite group G, Swan and Lam constructed a ring G A0 (AG) that is the
Grothendieck group of the category of AG-modules that are finitely generated and projective as A-modules. If H is a
subgroup of G and f : H → G is a group homomorphism making AG a right AH -module, the extension of scalars
AG⊗AH (−) is an exact functor, defining group homomorphisms
f∗ : G A0 (AH) −→ G A0 (AG), f∗ : Kn(AH) −→ Kn(AG),
known as induction maps. And restriction of scalars is an exact functor, defining homomorphisms
f ∗ : G A0 (AG) −→ G A0 (AH), f ∗ : Kn(AG) −→ Kn(AH),
called transfer (or restriction) maps.
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In [5], Dress and Kuku prove Kn(A[−]) is a Green module over the Green functor G A0 (A[−]). A finite group H is
hyperelementary if H has a cyclic normal subgroup of prime power index. Denote byH(G) the set of hyperelementary
subgroups of G. As i : H → G runs through the inclusions for H ∈ H(G), the map∑
i∗ :
⊕
H(G)
G A0 (AH) −→ G A0 (AG)
is surjective for each finite group G. (For a proof, see [16], Corollary 4.2, and [17], Corollary 2.9.) So by a theorem
of Dress (see [12], 11.1), the Green module Kn(A[−]) is “H(G)-computable,” meaning that∑
i∗ : lim−→ Kn(AH) −→ Kn(AG),⊕
i∗ : Kn(AG) −→ lim←− Kn(AH),
are isomorphisms. Here lim−→ and lim←− are taken over the inner inclusion maps g(−)g
−1 : H → H ′ in H(G), where
g ∈ G and gHg−1 ⊆ H ′.
To be more explicit, say H(G) = {H1, . . . , Hk}. In additive notation, the direct limit lim−→ is
⊕
i Kn(AHi ) modulo
the subgroup generated by all elements
(0, . . . , 0, x, 0, . . . , 0,−y, 0, . . . , 0)
for which an inner inclusion f induces a map f∗ taking x to y. (Note that x and −y can occupy the same coordinate
if f : H j → H j ; then x − y is in the j-coordinate.) The inverse limit lim←− is the subgroup of
⊕
i Kn(AHi ) consisting
of those (x1, . . . , xk) with f ∗(x j ) = xi for each inner inclusion f : Hi → H j .
If f : H → G is an inner inclusion extending to the A-linear ring homomorphism f̂ : AH → AG, then
Kn( f̂ ) = f∗. For classical K2 we can also define f∗ to be K2( f̂ ). Employing the natural isomorphism between the
two covariant K2 functors, we obtain an induction isomorphism for classical K2∑
i∗ : lim−→
H(G)
K2(AH) −→ K2(AG).
Note that i∗({u, v}) = {u, v} when u and v are commuting units of AH , and f∗({u, v}) = { f̂ (u), f̂ (v)} when f is an
inner inclusion.
Example 3. All the proper subgroups of the alternating group A4 are hyperelementary, and all except
V = {1, (12)(34), (13)(24), (14)(23)} ∼= Z2 × Z2
are cyclic of order 1, 2 or 3. By Theorem 1, K2(F2Z2) = 0 and K2(F2Z3) = 0. By Theorem 4, K2(F2V ) ∼= Z32,
generated by
x = {σ, 1+ (1+ σ)τ }
y = {σ, τ }
z = {1+ (1+ σ)τ, τ }
where σ = (12)(34) and τ = (13)(24).
Since there is no inner inclusion from V to any other hyperelementary subgroup of A4, projection to the K2(F2V )
summand induces an isomorphism
lim−→ K2(F2H)
∼= lim−→ K2(F2V ) =
K2(F2V )
R
where R is the subgroup generated by all uv−1, where f∗(u) = v for some inner inclusion f : V → V . (Since
V C A4, the group A4 acts on V by conjugation, and K2(F2V )/R is the module of coinvariants H0(A4, K2(F2V )).)
The conjugation action of A4 on V defines a homomorphism A4 → Aut (V ) with kernel V ; so the effect of each
nontrivial conjugation is the 3-cycle (σ, τ, στ) or its inverse. The effect on K2(F2V ) takes x to
{τ, 1+ στ + σ } = {τ, τ }{τ, τ + σ + στ }
= {τ,−τ }yz = yz.
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By similar computations, we find the effect of this inner inclusion to be the composite of 3-cycles on K2(F2V ):
(x, yz, xyz)(z, xz, xy). And the inverse automorphism of V has the inverse effect. So, remembering that x , y and z
commute and have order 2, R = {1, xyz, x, yz}. Thus K2(F2V )/R is cyclic of order 2, generated, for instance, by
y = {σ, τ }.
The composite
lim−→ K2(F2H)
∼= K2(F2V )R
i∗→ K2(F2A4),
(where i : V → A4 is inclusion) is the induction isomorphism. So i∗ is an isomorphism, and K2(F2A4) is cyclic of
order 2, generated by {σ, τ } = {(12)(34), (13)(24)}.
Example 4. As shown in [9], Example 6, the maximal hyperelementary subgroups of A5 are isomorphic to Z2 × Z2,
D3 and D5, where Dn is dihedral of order 2n. Proper subgroups of these are cyclic. By Theorems 1 and 2, we see that
the only hyperlementary subgroups H of A5 with K2(F2H) 6= 0 are the Sylow 2-subgroups. The subgroup generated
by (12)(34) and (13)(24) is normal in A4, but not normal in A5; so it has exactly 5 conjugates: the subgroups V ( j)
of order 4 in the copies A( j) of A4 that fix j .
We now establish a sequence of homomorphisms
lim−→
H(A5)
K2(F2H)
pi→ lim−→
j
K2(F2V ( j))
E→ lim−→
j
K2(F2A( j))
pi ′→ lim−→ K2(F2A4)
i∗→ K2(F2A5)
with its composite being the induction isomorphism. The first map pi is induced by projection to the K2(F2V ( j))
summands, and is an isomorphism since no member g of A5 conjugates any V ( j) into a hyperelementary subgroup
of A5 other than the V (i). The groups A( j) are their own normalizers and have index 5; so they form a conjugacy
class of subgroups in A5. Each V ( j) belongs to only one of them. So each inner inclusion V (i) → V ( j) extends to
an inner inclusion A(i)→ A( j). Thus the direct sum of the maps
K2(F2V ( j)) −→ K2(F2A( j)),
induced by inclusions, induces a homomorphism E on direct limits. Since K2(F2A( j)) is generated by induction from
hyperelementary subgroups, each of these maps on K2 is surjective; so E is surjective.
For 1 ≤ j ≤ 5, choose an inner inclusion f j : A( j) ∼= A(5). Take f5 to be the identity. Then∑
f j ∗ :
⊕
j
K2(F2A( j)) −→ K2(F2A(5))
is surjective, and induces a surjective homomorphism pi ′ on direct limits, since if f∗(u) = v for an inner inclusion
f : A(k)→ A(m), then∑
f j ∗((0, . . . , 0, u, 0, . . . , 0,−v, 0, . . . , 0)) = fk∗(u)− fm∗(v)
= fk∗(u)− ( fm f f −1k )∗ fk∗(u)
where fm f f −1k is an inner inclusion from A(5) to itself.
Since inner automorphisms of G induce the identity map on every Mackey functor of G, the inclusion A4 =
A(5)→ A5 induces a homomorphism
i∗ : lim−→ K2(F2A4) −→ K2(F2A5);
and the composite i∗pi ′ is the homomorphism∑
i∗ : lim−→
j
K2(F2A( j)) −→ K2(F2A5)
where i ranges through the inclusions A( j)→ A5.
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Now it is evident that the composite of the whole sequence is the induction isomorphism. Since pi is an isomorphism
and E and pi ′ are surjective, it follows that E , then pi ′, then i∗ are isomorphisms. By the preceding example, K2(F2A4)
is cyclic of order 2. So the inner inclusions A4→ A4 induce the identity, and
lim−→ K2(F2A4) = K2(F2A4).
So
i∗ : K2(F2A4) −→ K2(F2A5)
is an isomorphism, and K2(F2A5) is also cyclic of order 2, generated by the symbol {(12)(34), (13)(24)}.
7. Some images of K2(ZG)
If G is a finite group with SK1(Z[Z2 × G]) = 0, reduction mod 2 induces a surjective homomorphism from
K2(ZG) to K2(F2G) by the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the cartesian square
Z[Z2 × G] −−−−→ ZGy y
ZG −−−−→ F2G.
Now SK1(Z[−]) is generated by induction from hyperelementary subgroups. A subgroup of Z2 × G not isomorphic
to a subgroup of G (under projection to G) is necessarily Z2 × H for a subgroup H of G. A homomorphic image
of a hyperelementary group is hyperelementary. So the subgroups in H(Z2 × G) are of the form H or Z2 × H for
H ∈ H(G).
Example 5. The hyperelementary subgroups of Z2 × A5 are cyclic, dihedral or elementary abelian 2-groups. So
SK1(Z[Z2×A4]) and SK1(Z[Z2×A5]) vanish. By the computations of the preceding section, K2(ZA4) and K2(ZA5)
map onto a cyclic group of order 2. This is a modest result, but seems to be the first guarantee of a nontrivial element
in these groups.
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